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Abstract
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have become
omnipresent: WLANs are available at airports, coffee
shops, university campuses, corporate environments, and
homes. This surge in the popularity of WLANs motivates
the study of how these networks are used. Characterizing
WLANs, however, is complicated by a number of factors including the geographic diversity of WLAN deployments and
the need for capturing activity in the wireless environment
instead of the wired environment. In this paper, we describe
our experiences with the deployment and use of a remote
passive wireless-side measurement infrastructure for monitoring usage of WLANs, and compare our results with a
commonly used wired-side measurement technique.

1 Introduction
The popularity of Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) motivates the study of how these networks are
used. Today large-scale WLAN deployments can be found
in many corporate environments and large universities.
Traffic characterization of large WLANs can help network
designers understand how users are utilizing the WLAN,
which in turn can aid in future service expansions and upgrades. Knowledge of WLAN network usage can also be
useful for managing the network. For example, certain
applications such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) are known to be
bandwidth-intensive. Excessive use of these applications
may result in congestion in the WLAN; thus, a WLAN
network administrator may decide to limit bandwidth consumption or block undesired traffic.
The primary challenges for WLAN measurement include the geographic diversity of WLAN deployments, the
physical proximity required for WLAN packet capture,
and the need for a wireless-side (rather than just wiredside) view of the network. Furthermore, the increasing

complexity of deployed WLANs (e.g., multi-channel IEEE
802.11a/b/g networks), the heterogeneity of user equipment (e.g., different devices, operating systems, and protocol stacks), and recent trends in Internet usage (e.g., gaming, P2P file sharing, video streaming) make network traffic
measurement challenging.
In this paper we describe our experiences with deployment of a remote passive measurement infrastructure
for characterizing our campus WLAN. Our measurement
infrastructure uses commercially-available monitoring devices called Radio Frequency Grabbers (RFGrabbers) [19]
to collect wireless traffic from 9 selected locations in 7
buildings on the campus WLAN. We compared results obtained from analyzing data from the wired-side (syslog
traces) and wireless-side (wireless packet capture) of the
WLAN. We did not utilize Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) polling of the WLAN as such a technique has been shown to be unreliable [5]. Furthermore,
SNMP polling is typically done at intervals of minutes,
which makes it unsuitable for comparison with wirelessside traces.
The paper makes three primary contributions. First, our
work is of practical importance. We present a methodology and describe the challenges with wireless-side packet
capture using remote monitoring devices. Researchers can
benefit from our experiences and recommendations when
dealing with the measurement challenges. Second, we provide a detailed description of the Aruba syslog messages to
understand network activity. Syslog messages are vendorspecific, and often difficult to decipher. Finally, we compare wireless-side monitoring with syslog-based wired-side
monitoring mechanisms and show which method is suitable
for what types of WLAN analysis. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to compare the capabilities of syslogs with wireless packet traces.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Our
wireless-side trace collection infrastructure is discussed in
Section 2. The challenges encountered while deploying the
infrastructure are outlined in Section 3. The methodology

adopted for comparing results obtained using wireless-side
and wired-side monitoring techniques are described in Section 4. Results and discussions are presented in Section 5
and Section 6, respectively. Related work is presented in
Section 7. Conclusions are presented in Section 8.

2 Wireless-side Trace Collection
We used off-the-shelf WLAN packet sniffers called RFGrabbers in conjunction with a specialized trace capture
program called Airopeek [20] to collect traces from the
University of Calgary campus WLAN. The remainder of
this section discusses the measurement infrastructure used
to obtain traces from the campus WLAN.

2.1

The Airopeek Analyzer

Airopeek is a real-time 802.11 a/b/g WLAN analyzer used for performing site surveys, security audits,
application-layer protocol identification, and troubleshooting. Airopeek works in conjunction with a WLAN adapter
to “sniff” packets from the air. Airopeek can capture
the MAC-layer and the higher-layer protocol headers of a
packet.
Two specific features of Airopeek make it attractive for
WLAN data capture. First, Airopeek allows multiple simultaneous capture sessions, each using a different adapter.
This means that a single workstation with multiple network interfaces can be used to capture multiple concurrent traces, thus reducing the hardware required for the
task. Second, for WLANs that operate on multiple channels, Airopeek supports channel scanning on the network
adapter. Airopeek can be used for setting the channels that
need to be scanned, the order in which they are scanned,
and the duration of each scan.

2.2

RFGrabber:
Sniffer

The Wireless Packet

The RFGrabber probe is an Ethernet-connected WLAN
adapter that acts as a “listen-only” AP. With an RFGrabber,
one can capture 802.11a/b/g WLAN packets at a remote location and send copies of those packets back to Airopeek
running on any network-accessible computer. The captured
packets are encapsulated in UDP.
As with most other wireless adapters, RFGrabbers do not
guarantee that all packets in the air are captured. The obvious reasons are physical and environmental limitations,
such as the number of antennae, operating range, signal
quality, and traffic intensity. Typically, RFGrabbers have
an indoor operating range of up to 80 meters [20].
RFGrabber placement is thus an important issue for successful trace collection. We therefore tried to place the RF-

Grabbers near an AP or a set of APs. This choice was motivated by the fact that this placement strategy ensured that
more packets are captured; being close to an AP, an RFGrabber can capture packets sent from the clients to the AP,
as well as all traffic sent by the AP. Sniffer (RFGrabber)
placement and measurement loss estimation is a separate
problem, which we have addressed in a separate paper [13].
Ideally, one RFGrabber should be placed for every AP. If
the WLAN simultaneously operates on multiple channels,
then one RFGrabber should be allocated per channel. However, such deployment may not be feasible, owing to budgetary limitations. Thus, a cost-benefit analysis should be
conducted before procuring sniffer devices and deploying
them. The number of sniffer devices could vary depending on the purpose of the study. Currently, we have the
RFGrabbers deployed at 9 locations that are popular with
WLAN users. We have found these locations sufficient for
our study.

3 Wireless-side Tracing: Challenges
This section discusses the key challenges we encountered when deploying the trace collection infrastructure. We
believe that an outline of the pitfalls encountered and the remedial steps taken to address them will be useful to others
intending to conduct wireless-side monitoring of WLANs.

3.1

Preliminary Deployment and Tests

The campus wireless measurement project was conceptualized in May 2005. As mentioned earlier, we were interested in using commercially-available tools. After reading the literature of available products, we decided to use
Airopeek along with RFGrabber devices.
Before deploying RFGrabbers throughout the campus
WLAN, we conducted trials in the computer science
(CPSC) department. In June 2005, the CPSC technical staff
deployed three RFGrabber probes on the top three floors
of the Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
building. Deployment of the devices was quick and easy.
After connecting the device to an Ethernet port, it automatically received an IP address from the CPSC DHCP
server. Each Ethernet port in the CPSC network is assigned
a static IP address. This means that every time the RFGrabber probe was restarted (e.g., after a power outage), the device received the same IP address. Note that the workstation running Airopeek (and collecting traces) contacts the
RFGrabber using its IP address. Hence, knowledge of the
RFGrabber IP address is critical.
Our preliminary tests indicated that trace sizes were voluminous, if packet filtering was not enabled. Therefore,
we decided to collect only packets sent and received by the
WLAN APs. Also, for each wireless frame we saved (at

most) the first 512 bytes. A packet slicing value of 512
bytes is, for most cases, sufficient to guarantee that all headers and part of the payload are captured. Part of the payload
is necessary if application-layer protocol analysis is of interest.

3.2

Trace Collection

The task of learning Airopeek functionality started immediately after the initial deployment. At that time, version
2.0.2 of Airopeek was used.
Airopeek 2.0.2 supports two different trace formats: a
generic ASCII Comma Separated Values (CSV) format, and
a proprietary format (APC) developed by WildPackets (the
manufacturer of Airopeek and RFGrabber). A separate utility provided by WildPackets can convert APC files to pcap
format, which can be read by common tools like tcpdump.
Saving the large trace files first in APC format and then using another program to convert them to pcap format was
deemed unsuitable because of the time required by the conversion process. As a compromise, the CSV format was
chosen. The trace files were to be processed using customwritten Perl scripts.
Airopeek 3.0.1 became available in November 2005.
This improved version was more reliable, and addressed
many of the deficiencies of the previous version. A quick
switch was made to this version. However, this version did
not support saving trace files in the CSV format. Reverting
back to version 2.0.2 was unacceptable. Following consultation with WildPackets technical support, we were given a
set of C++ files called PeekRdr that were capable of reading
the APC format. PeekRdr was converted to Perl and made
to work with the existing Perl-based analysis script.

the ICT building; the network in this building was administered by CPSC. Troubleshooting showed that the problem
occurred because the CPSC network restricts certain traffic such as SNMP from entering into its domain. Also, the
CPSC network blocked some UDP ports, including those
used by the RFGrabber, namely 161, 37008, and 44033.
Following a request to the CPSC technical support staff,
port blocking was relaxed for our workstations. Airopeek
was then able to connect to the probes.
In December 2005, we purchased 5 new RFGrabbers
(version 2.0) to expand the number of locations for collecting traffic. Because the new version supported Power over
Ethernet (PoE) [8], we thought that the devices could be
placed in any desirable location. Accordingly, 5 new locations were identified. We anticipated that the new PoE RFGrabbers could be placed closer to the AP. To our surprise,
we were informed that each AP has special dedicated PoE
cabling, which would not be available for the probes. Considering the time and cost required to install the additional
cables, we decided to power the new RFGrabbers using AC
sources.
After deployment in the campus WLAN, the RFGrabbers experienced occasional connection outages. Every two
weeks or so we would lose connection to the RFGrabber.
The reason for this problem was the dynamic IP addressing scheme used in the campus network. Thus, if for any
reason the probe was restarted it received a new IP. However, Airopeek still had the old IP address and could not
connect to it. To solve this problem, a static IP address
was assigned to all the campus RFGrabbers. By the end
of February 2006, we had 9 RFGrabbers operational at different locations on campus.

4 Methodology: Wireless-side vs. Wired-side
3.3

Final Deployment

Deployment across the campus WLAN required assistance from University of Calgary Information Technologies (UCIT). This group manages our campus network. In
September 2005, we only had 4 version 1.1 RFGrabbers.
Because version 1.1 required a normal AC outlet (usually
situated near floor-level) and most APs were mounted on
the ceiling or walls, UCIT encountered major difficulties in
deploying the RFGrabbers near a set of APs. The problem
was amplified by the need for secure locations to prevent
theft or vandalism. The first phase of deployment was complete in the beginning of October.
By October 2005, the IP addresses of all RFGrabbers
were provided to us. However, when the IP addresses were
entered in Airopeek, it was unable to discover the probes.
Initially we suspected faulty cabling to be the source of this
problem; investigations revealed that this was not the case.
Note that our trace collection workstations were situated in

To compare the results obtained from wired-side and
wireless-side analysis, we focused on three commonly used
WLAN metrics, namely user count, user session characteristics, and user session activity. In this section we describe
the methodology adopted to measure these in the Airopeek
trace and syslog data. Although we are using a proprietary
wireless trace format, the analysis and results are applicable
to other wireless-side monitoring techniques.
Distinguishing Users: In the Airopeek trace, WLAN
users were distinguished by the MAC addresses of their
Network Interface Cards (NICs). We assumed that each
MAC address represented a unique user. We looked at the
Address fields of all Data frames in the trace. For Data
frames sent from each AP, all unique MAC addresses seen
in the Address 2 field of the Data frames sent to the AP were
added to the list of users. When To-DS=1, Address 2 represents the MAC address of the transmitter station. Similarly,
all unique MAC addresses seen in the Address 1 field were

added to a list of unique users. When From-DS=1, Address
1 represents the MAC address of the receiver station.
In the syslog data, whenever we saw the
<NOTI> login <MAC IP name> notification message, we considered the MAC address to be a legitimate
user. Additionally, we used messages for user sessions to
count active users during any interval. These messages are
discussed next.
Distinguishing Sessions: Users generate sessions. A session lasts from the time a user joins the WLAN until they
leave the network. The session duration is defined as the
time spent between the user joining and leaving the network.
In the Airopeek trace, we designated a session start point
if we noticed an exchange of Authentication frames, Authorization frames, and DHCP packets between the AP and
the NIC. A session is terminated when the NIC sends a Disassociation frame to the AP or the AP sends a Deauthentication frame to the NIC due to sustained inactivity. In
the absence of Authentication and Association frames, we
started a new session whenever a packet from a new user
was noticed in the trace. Similarly, in the absence of Disassociation frames, to be able to differentiate between two
sessions of the same user, we chose a session timeout of 30
minutes.
In the syslog, we identified the start of a user session
when we saw the following message sequence:
<NOTI>
<NOTI>
<NOTI>
<NOTI>

auth req <MAC> AP
auth success <MAC> AP
assoc req <MAC> AP
assoc success <MAC> AP

where <MAC> and AP represent the MAC addresses of the
user NIC and AP, respectively. A session was initiated when
we observed the auth success message. Compared to
the Airopeek trace, here we have more information regarding sessions, and by analyzing these messages we can distinguish between a new session and an existing session,
even if session timeout (30 minutes) is not reached. Note
that syslog messages are sent encapsulated in UDP.
We observed the following message sequence when a
user who had previously shutdown their wireless device
starts a new session:
<INFO> station up <MAC> bssid AP, essid airuc
<INFO> user vlan <MAC> assigned x, default x,
current x, bssid=MAC
<INFO> station up <MAC> update station bssid
to MAC (users 0)
<INFO> user mobility <MAC IP> INTER MOVE: ...
<INFO> user add <MAC IP> mobility: ...
<INFO> inherit <MAC IP> bssid:MAC essid: airuc ...
<INFO> TRAIL: MAC IP MS: IP V: IP ...

When a user roamed during a session we observed the following message sequence:

<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>

station down <MAC> bssid AP, essid airuc ...
station up <MAC> bssid AP, essid airuc...
user vlan <MAC> ...
station up <MAC> update station bssid to MAC...
user mobility <MAC IP> ...
TRAIL: MAC IP MS: IP V: IP ...

These messages indicate how session initiation may be
detected; if the messages inherit, user miss, or
user add are seen, then it indicates that the user established a new session. For example, suppose a user switched
off their wireless device and turned it on again a few minutes later. It is likely that the user would not be prompted
to reauthenticate again unless the user had explicitly logged
out of the WLAN or the session had expired.
During a session, we focus on the user’s TRAIL messages in the WLAN, and update the state each time a message regarding the user is seen. Some of messages contained AP information, thus allowing us to detect roaming within a session. The following message sequence describes the preceding scenario:
<INFO> TRAIL: MAC IP MS:IP V:# L:#.#.# T:AP #:MAC
Frame Retry Rate at # for STA MAC AP MAC
<INFO> station down <MAC> bssid MAC, essid airuc
<INFO> station up <MAC> update station bssid to MAC...
<INFO> station up <MAC> bssid MAC, essid airuc ...

Some syslog messages did not contain AP information.
Nevertheless, these messages indicated that the session was
active. As before, we updated the last time a message concerning an active user was seen, and used this updated value
to calculate session idle timeout. An example of such a syslog message sequence is:
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>
<INFO>

DHCP handshake complete for user (MAC IP)
Adding bridge entry for MAC
Removing bridge entry for MAC
user mobility <MAC IP>
mob update <MAC IP name>
Requesting AUT for MAC

We terminated a session when we saw the following
message:
<NOTI> disassoc from sta <MAC> AP MAC
<NOTI> logout <MAC IP name>
<INFO> user del <MAC IP name>

We calculated session duration as the difference of
logout/disassoc/user del message time and session start time. Hence, we had two session end conditions:
(a) inter-message timeout exceeds 30 minutes, or (b) we
saw one of the session end messages. Also all sessions
shorter than 30 seconds were ignored because these indicated cases when the user associated and disassociated due
to error (message: reason unspecified failure).
Note that all the aforementioned syslog messages contained

the MAC address of the user NIC, which was used to keep
track of the number of active users during an hour or day.
During peak hours, some session start messages were
lost. If this was the case and we saw one of following messages, a new session was started:
<INFO> station up <MAC> bssid MAC, essid airuc...
<INFO> station up <MAC> update station bssid to MAC
<INFO> user vlan <MAC> ... bssid=MAC

As mentioned above, inherit, user add, and user
miss messages indicate a new session start; however,
there were cases when we saw such messages soon after
station up or any other message indicating a session
start. In these cases, if before receiving the inherit
message we had started a session within 5 minutes before
inherit or user add, then we assumed that the messages were related to an active session and we did not close
the session. Here we assigned the session’s start time to be
the timestamp of inherit or user add message. This
is frequently observed during peak hours. Thus to avoid
closing already started sessions we used another timeout. If
inherit, user add, and user miss were observed
within the first 5 minutes of a session, then we only updated
session start times. However, if the time difference exceeded 5 minutes, then this meant that the user had switched
off the wireless device and had turned it on again. The previous session was closed and a new session was started at
this point. The duration of the previous session is equal to
the difference between the session start time and the last
seen message time before inherit.

5 Results
Our university WLAN (named AirUC) consisted of 500
APs at the time of trace capture. Most of the APs in the
AirUC network are Aruba 70 dual-band 802.11 a/b/g APs.
The Aruba 70 is a dual-radio “thin” AP with built-in omnidirectional high-gain tri-band antenna to support the 2.4
GHz and 5 GHz spectrums. Thin APs implement the minimal functionality required by the 802.11 standard. Upperlayer MAC processing functions are integrated into a central AP controller. The AP controller used in the campus is
the Aruba 6000. The WLAN employs Web-based authentication using the Aruba captive portal. We configured the
RFGrabbers to scan channels 1, 6, and 11 every 500 ms,
to observe the channel spectrum used by our WLAN in the
‘b/g’ mode. The RFGrabbers were able to capture packets from 97 APs, representing about 20% of the APs in the
WLAN.
This section presents some preliminary analyses of the
Airopeek traces collected from the 9 campus locations.
These locations represent social areas (e.g., coffee area,
food court), academic areas (e.g., classrooms), libraries, and

service areas (e.g., IT office) found in the campus. The
purpose of these analyses is to gauge the accuracy of the
captured traces in understanding user and network activity
at those locations. We compare our wireless trace analyses with syslog data collected from the wired-side of the
network. Both data sets where collected between April 1,
2006 12:00 AM and April 6, 2006 11:59 PM. We sanitized
the syslog trace to contain messages that only related to the
APs and users monitored by the RFGrabber probes.

5.1

Number of Users

Figure 1. Number of users per hour
Figure 1 compares the number of users seen in an hour
using both traces. Usage follows a clear diurnal pattern,
with most users accessing the network on weekdays between 10 AM and 1 PM. We found that the number of users
calculated using the Airopeek trace was less than that from
the syslog trace. Losses at the probes were likely responsible for this phenomenon. In total, 2,955 unique users were
identified using Airopeek, whereas 3,456 users were identified using syslog during the 6 day trace duration. We believe
that the 501 users not identified by Airopeek were outside
the probes’ operating range.

5.2

User Sessions

Figure 2(a) shows the number of active sessions per hour.
We considered a session active if the idle time (i.e., no data
transfer) was less than 20 minutes. We observe that the
results in Figure 2(a) match well with the results in Figure 1. We also notice that there are fewer active sessions
than active users per hour, indicating many users accessed
the WLAN for short periods.
Figure 2(b) shows the number of sessions started in
an hour, using Airopeek and syslog traces. The campus
WLAN uses a Web authentication system. Hence, for
Airopeek traces a session is started when the NIC is authenticated by the AP. Syslog messages report both AP and
Web authentication. Both results coincide indicating that

(a) Active sessions per hour

(b) Session starts per hour

(c) Session duration distribution

Figure 2. User session characteristics

(a) Session inactivity distribution

(b) Network utilization per hour

(c) IP traffic per hour

Figure 3. User sessions activity
Airopeek traces can identify user sessions adequately. Using Airopeek traces we identified 7,607 unique user sessions. From the syslog data we found 8,393 unique user
sessions. Airopeek timestamp granularity is in order of microseconds, while syslog trace granularity is only one second. Thus, Airopeek may be used to more precisely understand the interarrival process of sessions.
Figure 2(c) shows a PDF of session duration using
Airopeek and syslog traces. The tails of the durations coincide for both traces. The differences in results are due to
the syslog message reporting system. For both methods we
employed a session timeout period, as we often did not find
the appropriate frame (in case of Airopeek) or message (for
syslog) to end a session.
Syslog traces only have session management messages,
while Airopeek records all data, control, and management
traffic. Using RFGrabbers we continuously monitor WLAN
traffic and even a single packet captured before the timeout
period indicates that a session is still active. With syslog, infrequent user activity combined with message loss may result in inaccurate session duration estimates. In general, results from Airopeek and syslog may differ; using Airopeek
we may estimate long sessions whereas using syslog a session may be split into multiple smaller duration sessions
each of varying durations.

5.3

User Session Activity

In this section we demonstrate several analyses that can
only be performed using wireless-side packet traces. We
used the Airopeek traces for this purpose. When using a
wired-side measurement infrastructure, such analyses require supplementary data collection. For example, SNMP
polling can be used to understand network load, syslog for
user and session activity, and Ethernet traces for application
classification.
Figure 3(a) shows the period of inactivity during a session. Because syslog only has session management messages, we cannot determine for what fraction of time a session is idle. The figure shows that approximately 45% of the
sessions were inactive for 95% of their duration. We conjecture that users use the network for some period of time
(e.g., surf the Web), while reverting back to offline activities
the rest of the time.
Using the RFGrabber probes we captured 24 GB of data
traffic and 12 GB of management traffic. Figure 3(b) shows
network utilization for the trace period. We observe a steady
stream of management traffic mostly due to APs transmitting beacons. The data traffic is dependent on users. We
observe that network utilization is comparatively lower on
April 1 (Saturday) and April 2 (Sunday). There are fewer

students on campus during the weekend resulting in lower
load on the WLAN. The peaks represents weekdays and the
dips indicate nights.
Figure 3(c) shows the amount of IP traffic generated by
users during the trace period. These results fit well with the
results shown in Figure 3(b) indicating that most (20 GB)
but not all data traffic was generated by users accessing the
WLAN. A protocol analysis of the trace showed that about
47% of the user traffic was due to Web surfing. About 15%
of the traffic was due to P2P applications such as BitTorrent
and MP2P. Streaming media traffic, network services, Email, and chat programs accounted for less than 15% of the
traffic bytes. In terms of volume, about 96% of the IP traffic
used TCP, while only 3% used UDP.

ǻt = 60min
(a) Actual
usage

User 1 Session
User 2 Session
Part of session captured at the
RFGrabber location.

Part of session outside the
RFGrabber location.

User 1 Session
User 2 Session

SS = 2
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 2

These parts of the sessions are absent in
the Airopeek trace.
SS = 1 SS = 0
SS = 1
SS = 0
AS = 1 AS = 1 AS = 2
AS = 1

User 1 Session
User 2 Session

These parts of the sessions are present in
the syslog trace, however, we are unable to
exclude these from our calculations.
SS = 2
AS = 2
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SS = 0
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 2

6.1

Differences in Counting Active
Sessions

From Section 5.1 and 5.2 we notice that Airopeek and
syslog results match for session starts (Figure 2(b)), while
the results for active sessions do not match (Figure 2(a)).
The mismatch arises due to problems in precisely determining the end of a session in the syslog trace. Syslog
messages only report updates to the state of the user. Thus,
if the user is stationary and idle there would be no updates
to the syslog until the connection is terminated due to inactivity or the user shuts off the device. We were also limited
by the fact that we had filtered the syslog data based on the
user and AP MAC addresses found in the Airopeek trace
and that not all messages in the syslog contained the MAC
addresses. The syslog data had gaps and sometimes messages were out of order, especially during peak hours.
Figure 4 illustrates the differences between session starts
(SS) and active sessions (AS), as calculated using Airopeek
and syslog traces. The figure shows two sessions each of
6 hours duration. These sessions span multiple parts of the
WLAN, some of which are not monitored by the RFGrabbers. These instances are depicted using broken grey lines
on the timeline. Solid lines represent parts of the session
that are captured by the RFGrabbers. Figure 4(a) describes
the true view of the WLAN used by User1 and User2. Figure 4(b) shows the hourly counts for session starts and
active sessions when analyzing the Airopeek trace. Figure 4(c) shows the SS and AS counts when analyzing syslog
with gaps or out-of-order messages. Figure 4(d) shows the

(c) Syslog
messages
(disordered,
with losses)

SS = 0
AS = 2

ǻt = 60min
User 1 Session

In the preceding section we saw the differences in how
wired-side and wireless-side traces measure user and session counts. In this section we analyze the reasons for these
differences.

(b) Usage
observed by
Airopeek

User 2 Session
These parts of the sessions are present in
the syslog trace, however, we try to exclude
these from our calculations.
SS = 2
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 1

SS = 0
AS = 1

SS = 1
AS = 2

SS = 0
AS = 1

hour1

hour2

hour3

hour4

hour5

hour6

(d) Syslog
messages
(in order,
no losses)

Time

Figure 4. Comparison of session starts and
count of active sessions for Airopeek and
syslog

SS and AS counts when analyzing the syslog with no holes
or disordered messages.
In Figure 4(b) we see that in hour1 two sessions are
started and there are two active sessions. In hour2, these
sessions continue and hence SS = 0. During hour2 both
users move to a location that does not have any probes and
hence we see a break in the session as per the Airopeek
trace. In hour3, User1 moves to a location monitored by
the probes. Because the last packet seen from User1 was 60
minutes ago (greater than the session timeout), we consider
the previous session to be closed and initiate a new session.
A similar scenario is noticed in case of User2 during hour5.
Hence, during hour5 SS = 1. AS = 2 as there are two active
sessions during hour5.
In syslog, we only considered messages containing the
MAC address of a monitored AP. When the user NIC associated with any other AP we ignored the corresponding
messages, unless the user returned and associated with a
monitored AP. This systematic filtering was essential to synchronize the syslog and Airopeek datasets. However, many
syslog messages did not contain MAC addresses of the APs.
In such cases we assumed that the user remained associated
with the same AP until we received a message stating oth-

erwise. Typically we received the following four messages
when a user NIC roamed from one AP to another:
1. <INFO>
(AP2),
2. <INFO>
(AP1),
3. <INFO>
4. <INFO>

station down <NIC MAC> bssid
essid airuc
station up <NIC MAC> bssid
essid airuc
Removing bridge entry for (NIC MAC)
user mobility <(NIC MAC)>

Note that messages 3-4 do not contain information about
the AP. Here, we do a reverse lookup to find the AP with
which the user NIC was previously associated and make
an appropriate decision. So, if AP1 is monitored by the
probes and AP2 is not, after seeing the second message we
will eventually terminate the session if the user did not associate with one of the monitored APs within the session
timeout threshold. However, if syslog missed the second
message, we continue to (incorrectly) assume that the user
is associated with AP1. This session will be absent in the
Airopeek trace, although it is counted when analyzing the
syslog trace. This scenario is depicted in Figure 4(c). When
all messages are correctly received, the results match with
the Airopeek analysis, as shown in Figure 4(d).
Syslog messages may not arrive in the correct order. For
example, the second message could come before the first
message. In such a case, analysis of the syslog would indicate that the session is still active, while it would have
closed as per the Airopeek trace. This is due to assigning
all update records to the last seen AP in the syslog. We
have noticed that station up messages are often missed
in the syslog trace.
These idiosyncrasies of syslog messages cause the active
session analysis to differ from that using Airopeek traces.
Because sessions are generated by users, user count is also
affected. However, as can be seen from Figure 4, session
start analysis is not affected.

6.2

Differences in Session Duration
Calculation

The reasons for the differences in session durations calculated using syslog and Airopeek traces are explained using Figure 5. Objects in grey with broken borders relate
to Airopeek, while items in black with solid borders relate to syslog. The figure shows an example where we collect Airopeek traces from two locations, namely, Loc2 and
Loc3. Suppose a user from Loc1 starts a new session, which
is recorded in the syslog. When the user moves to Loc2, the
RFGrabber probes capture station traffic and a session is
started according to the Airopeek trace. Note that we would
not see a session start at this timestamp in syslog, as the
session had already started earlier in Loc1.
When the user moves to Loc4, the session timeout
threshold is applied to the Airopeek trace, as the station
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login etc.

Disassociation,
Trail, user
logout, station
mobility,
down etc.
DHCP
handshake
Loc4
Loc3

Trail, user
mobility,
DHCP
handshake
Loc1
Loc2
Roaming

Roaming

Roaming

Session
Start

Session
End

Time
Station

DUR 3

Station

AIROPEEK TRACES

Figure 5. Comparing session durations using
Syslog and Airopeek

has moved out of the RFGrabbers’ range. Thus, the session duration for the user in the Airopeek trace would be
the duration that the user was in Loc2 and Loc3. Note that
in the syslog trace all messages related to Loc1 and Loc4
are ignored as we are only interested in messages for APs
that are monitored by the probes. As soon the user roams to
Loc4, the corresponding syslog update messages will be ignored. If the station returns to Loc2/Loc3 before the session
timeout threshold, then the session is allowed to continue.
Otherwise, the session is closed and the duration is calculated as the difference in the timestamps of the first seen
packet and the last seen packet in Loc2/Loc3.
For this example, the real session duration in syslog is
DUR1. The session visible for Airopeek is DUR3. After
filtering all messages related to Loc1 and Loc4 in the syslog
the approximate session duration is DUR2, which matches
with the result from Airopeek trace analysis. In syslog we
can distinguish between 2 adjacent sessions, but not in the
Airopeek traces. Hence, most adjacent sessions get reported
as one long session in Airopeek (unless difference between
sessions is greater than 30 minutes), while in syslog these
are reported as a series of short sessions.
As mentioned earlier, some syslog messages
may not contain AP information.
For example
<INFO> user add <MAC>. In such cases, we start the
session assuming that user was at Loc2 or Loc3. If we further do not see messages containing AP information from
Loc2 or Loc3, then the session is ignored. The 30-minute
session idle timeout is well suited for Airopeek trace
analysis. However, in some cases this leads to incorrect
session termination in the syslog data. In the Airopeek trace
we continuously capture traffic and even a single packet

captured within 30 minutes indicates that the session is still
active. However, in syslog due to message loss and the user
being idle, no new update messages can be received within
30 minutes. We consider these sessions to be terminated.
In many cases this does not always indicate an end of a
session resulting in differences of analysis produced by the
Airopeek and syslog traces. When a user actively uses the
WLAN the probes capture packets frequently, however,
in syslog we only see session management traffic, which
depends on user mobility and not session traffic.

7 Related Work
Prior research characterized WLANs on campuses [6,
7, 11, 16, 18], in enterprises [2], and at public hotspots
[1, 3, 14]. These measurement studies analyzed data collected from the wired portion of the network. For example,
Henderson et al. [6] used SNMP polling logs, syslog, and
tcpdump, Balazinska and Castro [2] used SNMP polling
logs, and Schwab and Bunt [16] used authentication logs
and Etherpeek traces.
More recent WLAN studies have used passive wirelessside measurement. Yeo et al. [21, 23] addressed the issue
of sniffer placement. The authors found that using multiple sniffers can reduce the number of uncaptured frames.
They suggested that one sniffer be placed near the target
AP, while remaining sniffers be positioned close to the predicted locations of clients. Using this methodology they
studied MAC layer characteristics of a department WLAN
[22]. Jardosh et al. [9, 10] used three laptop sniffers to
capture wireless packets from an IETF meeting and studied link-layer behaviour in a congested WLAN. Rodrig et
al. [15] took wireless measurements using five PC sniffers
from the SIGCOMM 2004 conference WLAN to study the
operational behaviour of the 802.11 MAC protocol.
Other studies have focused on building wireless-side
trace aggregation systems and developed inference mechanisms. Cheng et al. [4] developed a system called Jigsaw
that provides large scale synchronization of wireless traces
from distributed sniffers. Mahajan et al. [12] developed
a tool (Wit) to merge traces from multiple monitors, infer
missed frames, and evaluate WLAN performance. Sheth et
al. [17] built a system consisting of multiple wireless sniffers, a data collection mechanism, and an inference engine
to detect anomalies at the physical layer.
Our work is mostly orthogonal to these prior works.
Specifically, we focus on the deployment challenges of a
large passive distributed trace collection infrastructure. We
found that the number of sniffers deployed and their placement depends on the type of analysis required. A cost
benefit analysis is also essential to ascertain the economics
of the deployment and the scalability of the system. We
compared measurements from wireless-side and wired-side

traces, and discussed the underlying reasons for discrepancies in the resulting analysis. Researchers and practitioners can use this information to decide the most appropriate
WLAN monitoring mechanism for their needs.

8 Conclusions
This paper describes the challenges we faced during
the deployment and subsequent use of a remote, passive,
wireless-side measurement infrastructure for monitoring a
campus WLAN. We discovered that deployment of wireless
packet sniffers across a geographically-distributed WLAN
requires cooperation among different groups that manage
the network. We also found that network administration
policies can impact the measurements, and our experience
suggests that some of the purported advantages of wireless
packet sniffers may be offset by deployment challenges.
We also observed that software and hardware updates are
sometimes not compatible with already-deployed technology. We concluded the paper with a comparison of wirelessside and wired-side measurements.
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